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M+

M+, a new museum in Hong Kong’s West Kowloon Cultural District, has set 
out to become one of the world’s largest museums of modern and contem-
porary visual culture and has spent the last several years collecting objects 
from around the globe. 

In addition to artworks and objects, M+ also acquires archives. Kevin Forkan, 
Head, Archives and Library, explains the difference: “Archival objects are ob-
jects that can only be understood in the context of the rest of the items with 
which they belong; they need to be comprehended as part of a whole.” With 
a collection of both museum objects and archival material, the staff needed 
to find a way to catalogue and care for both objects and archives properly.

“Everything runs from TMS. The acquisition, 
cataloguing, conservation, exhibitions, 
photography, and rights management are all 
managed through it.”

 - KEVIN FORKAN, HEAD OF ARCHIVES AND LIBRARY, M+

OVERVIEW
The M+ Collections are focused on 
twentieth- and twenty-first-century visual 
culture, encompassing the disciplines of 
design and architecture, moving image, and 
visual art, and the thematic area of Hong 
Kong visual culture.

PRODUCTS
•  The Museum System (TMS)
•  TMS Conservation Studio

ILLUMINATING THE ARCHIVES 

Architect:  Jackson Wong, Hong Kong, 1930–1994, Drawing, Chinese professor’s courtyard house, 
[circa 1954], graphite, ink, and watercolour on paper. M+, Hong Kong, Gift of Family of Jackson 
C.S. Wong, 2018. © Jackson Wong Estate

https://www.mplus.org.hk/en/
https://www.westkowloon.hk/en/mplus/m-building
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THE CHALLENGE
Previously, the archives collected at M+ had been treated as if they were 
standard museum objects, but this does not take account of the hierar-
chical nature of archive arrangement. “Archives are structured differently 
and managed differently,” explains Jim Whittome, Manager, Collections 
Database. Kevin agrees: “A single archive (fonds) contains many items. 
With art, you acquire one painting, one object. With archives, you acquire 
an entire archive, and there could be 100,000 things in it. You cannot cata-
logue these 100,000 things as if they were each an individual artwork.”

Jim and Kevin’s teams were charged with cleaning their legacy archive 
data and creating a sustainable system for the future.

THE PLAN
Kevin and his colleagues developed a plan with the Gallery Systems team 
to catalogue the M+ archives using their Collections Management System 
(CMS), TMS. 

First, two new departments were created in TMS to manage security and 
access to archival records. An ‘Archive Accessions’ department was creat-
ed to manage all archival material associated with one acquisition, and an 
‘Archives’ department was created for cataloguing archival records.

Next, the team used a data map, exploring how they could match up the 
information from the ISAD(G) standard into TMS fields. As Kevin tells us, 
they started with the ISAD(G) data schema. “We created an Excel sheet 
with the correct ISAD(G) fields grouped, with an example of where each 
data unit came from. ISAD(G) is a relatively simple data 
schema and when we examined it, we found that we 
could map many fields to existing TMS fields. For others, 
particularly for the more extensive textual fields at the top 
level of a fonds description, custom text fields were need-
ed, and these were then created by Jim and his team.” 
The team marked the data as mandatory or not manda-
tory, and at which archival level it belonged: at the fonds, 
series, sub-series, or other level. Kevin tells us, “That’s 

The M+ team also created systems to save time and cut down on human 
error. Jim explains, “We used the TMS Importer for the initial data import. 
It’s straightforward and it’s nice to have that ‘copy to selection’ function. It 
allows us to do rapid data entry.”

When creating fonds-level descriptions, Kevin and Jim were able to use the 
parent-child relationships in TMS to easily map their archival collections. 
“In terms of the cataloguing side, it’s pretty simple,” Kevin says. “With the 
parent-child relationships, we use ‘contains’, and ‘is a part of.’” By defining 
the hierarchies of the fonds using these qualifiers, the team is able to ex-
press the different levels in the hierarchy without confusion. 

M+ relies on the ISAD (G) descriptive standard to structure the 
cataloguing of their archival collections, although with some modi-
fications to take account of museum cataloguing standards. Kevin’s 
team uses ISAD(G) to guide their description of archive material 
and help make the information searchable. The fonds is a collection 
of objects with the same provenance or origin. From there, the 
archives are organized by series, sub-series, file, and so forth.

Record demonstrating ‘contains’ and ‘is part of’ relationships

how we started. We changed some things as we went, such as using more 
of our own custom Text Entries.” Using TMS Text Entries allows the team 
to have data in both English and Chinese, a key requirement for M+.

https://www.gallerysystems.com/products-and-services/tms-suite/
https://www.ica.org/sites/default/files/CBPS_2000_Guidelines_ISAD%28G%29_Second-edition_EN.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fonds
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Kevin gives an example. “We indicate: Record X contains record ABC. 
ABC is a part of record X.” Additionally, they use parent-child relation-
ships to link one or more Archive Accessions to a catalogue. Kevin ex-
plains that “at M+, usually a single accession of archival material creates 
a fonds. However, in some cases there are multiple accessions that make 
up a fonds. In all of these cases, the fonds is the parent record and its 
accessions are children.”

Finally, the team uses the “See also” relationship to link works together. 
“Say we have an architectural drawing in the archives, and a model in the 
collection,” says Kevin. “We use ‘See also’ to link those together on an 
equal basis.” The ability to link material in the archives to objects in the 
collection is an important advantage of using TMS for all collections at M+. 

Creating this system for managing the acquisition and cataloguing of 
archives was only part of the project. A huge undertaking was putting right 
what had been entered in the three years before this configuration was 
put in place. “Cleaning the archives was a colossal task. It took over a year, 
maybe a year and a half,” says Kevin.

THE OUTCOME 
Thanks to this joint project by the Archives and Library and Collections 
Database teams, M+ built a robust system to manage the acquisition 
and cataloguing of archives. With their CMS in order, they were able to 
further develop processes and workflows to allow archives to be used in 
a museum context. Kevin gives the example of exhibitions. “Often, we 
catalogue archives at the file level and there may be multiple individual 
items in a file. If one of these items is chosen for exhibition, we create a 
special ‘piece’ record for that item so that it can be tracked through an 
exhibition and remain in the exhibition history, which in turn is managed 
by TMS.”

Additionally, Kevin and Jim have seen greater collaboration with other 
teams at M+, as many workflows require cross-departmental cooperation. 
“If we receive a donation or purchase of an archive,” Kevin explains, “Cu-
ratorial creates the initial Archive Accession record. Registration manages 
the record as it moves through the acquisition and shipping process, 
using the shipping module in TMS. When the physical material arrives at 
M+, Registration transfers it to Archives and Library, and we take respon-
sibility for the material and give the record its final number.”

After this process, Kevin’s team gets to work on cataloguing the archive. 
Each catalogue, or finding aid, is created in a separate part of TMS, 
the Archive department. A finding aid could contain tens of thousands 
of TMS records, all linked hierarchically to the fonds-level record. The 
Archive Accession record is then linked to the fonds-level record, and if 
the same donor wants to add to the archive later, it’s easy to link the sec-
ond accession to the same catalogue record. “It goes through the same 
acquisition process because it’s a separate acquisition, and then we add 
it to the catalogue, so the two acquisitions end up being linked,” explains 
Kevin. “This is a key reason why you need to have separate parts of the 
database for acquisitions and cataloguing when managing archives. It’s 
not like object cataloguing.”

Links to Exhibitions and Events
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THE FUTURE
As M+ gets closer to their public opening date in 2020–2021, the Archives 
and Library team is continuing their cataloguing work thanks to the new 
processes they have put in place in TMS. “In addition to cataloguing, we 
have a number of projects underway to make our archival holdings avail-
able on the M+ Collections website,” says Kevin. “We work with our Rights 
and Reproductions team to continue to digitize the archives. We’re gath-
ering data from Curatorial to write enriched fonds-level descriptions that 
provide a full picture of how each fonds came to M+ in its present form. 
We are working with the Editorial team to translate all of our public-facing 
fields into Traditional Chinese, and with our Digital team to design how 
archives are displayed on the Collections website.” 

Using TMS to catalogue the archives has allowed Kevin and Jim to remain 
on the same page, and to work closely with the rest of the M+ team. 
“Everything runs from TMS,” notes Kevin. “The acquisition, cataloguing, 
conservation, exhibitions, photography, and rights management are all 
managed through it.” “TMS is the heart of everything,” adds Jim.

Keep an eye out for the opening of M+ in Hong Kong, coming in late 
2020/early 2021.

An ‘Archives’ fonds record

https://collections.mplus.org.hk/en/

